Harness 900+ Horsepower in a Balsa-Wood Airplane?
To my friends and fellow enthusiasts – and with apologies to engineers everywhere – I
present this discussion as my understanding of how de Monge was able to harness
900+ horsepower in a balsa-wood airplane.
We’re continually impressed by Louis de Monge’s creative solutions to the challenges
imposed by building the Bugatti 100P. Recently, while working with John Lawson
(www.jlawson.com) on the airplane’s gearbox we found ourselves scratching our heads
over de Monge’s design for coping with thrust loads.
FS 552 and FS 1035
Initially – and based upon the apparent thickness of the bulkhead at FS 552 in the
original 100P – we thought de Monge intended for the two most-forward bulkheads (FS
552 and FS 1035) to bear the thrust loads developed by the plane’s two, 450 HP
engines and contra-rotating propellers.
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Arrows show thickness of wood at FS 552

The photo on the left above clearly shows the use of a thick wooden former at FS 552.
With nothing else to go by, we used photos and measurements taken from the original
airplane as the basis for building the replica’s forward fuselage area.

Several months later, when we analyzed the MNA Mulhouse drawings and inspected
the parts from the EAA/Bugatti parts-storage area, we found something vastly different:

FS 552
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MNA Mulhouse drawing 890 Ensemble des Coupoles

MNA Mulhouse Drawing 890 Ensemble des Coupoles depicts cross-section views of FS
552 and FS 1035. The bulkhead at FS 552 is not the thick piece of wood we had
expected to see; it is a thin 26 mm bulkhead made from balsa and thin plywood. FS
1035 is only 30 mm thick. While the balsa-wood / plywood sandwich is light and strong,
we knew these bulkheads could not bear the plane’s thrust loads.
Further complicating the issue is the fact that FS 552 (left) shows a metal-framed fixture
(circle) supporting the propeller shaft housing, not the wooden-framed assembly seen in
the original. It appears the metal frame isn’t even attached directly to the wooden
portion of FS 552! It doesn’t seem designed to bear thrust loads.

FS 552 – Does not distribute torsional or thrust loads
FS 552 is a two-part assembly made of both wood and metal. In the EAA parts-storage
area we found this master for casting (or machining) the metal portion of FS 552 (the
propeller-shaft housing support).
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(Note: Fred Gasson has a photograph of this part in his collection. We saw the photograph early in our
research but did not understand or appreciate its significance at the time.)
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The cast-metal portion of FS 552 (“A”) is attached securely to the wooden bulkhead
(“B”). The propeller-shaft housing (“C”) appears not to be securely attached to the
bulkhead, but is physically separated from the bulkhead (dashed line) and rests upon
some kind of bearing material. This assembly does not appear to bear any torsional or
thrust loads.

FS 1035 – Distributes Torsional Loads…and Thrust Loads
At first glance, the cross-section view of FS 1035 suggests the gearbox is solidly affixed
to the bulkhead; it is not.
The components that secure the gearbox to the bulkhead at FS 1035 distribute torsional
loads to the fuselage in the way you would expect. The assembly also distributes thrust
loads but probably not in the manner you might expect.
An inspection of several MNA Mulhouse drawings sheds some light on this bulkhead
and its associated components:
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MNA Mulhouse Drawing 1815 Ensemble de Fixation du Reducteur

The large black metal plate (“A” in photo and drawing) attaches firmly to the gearbox.
However, MNA Mulhouse Drawing 1815 Ensemble de Fixation du Reducteur shows the
plate is not solidly affixed to the bulkhead at FS 1035. Rather, Bolts (“B”) tightly connect
the gearbox and the steel plate “A” but pass through oversized bushings in the
bulkhead, allowing the gearbox and plate “A” some freedom to move in rotation.
Two large pins (“C”) – one on each side – distribute vibration and torsional loads to the
bulkhead through Silentbloc rubber bushings (“D”). These large-diameter pins are free
to move fore and aft and so do not distribute thrust loads to the bulkhead.
With no clear path for most of the thrust loads, we were stuck…until we ran across MNA
Mulhouse Drawing 831 captioned Montage de Cone de Traction…

Cone de Traction - Key to Thrust-Load Distribution

FS 1035
MNA Mulhouse Drawing 831 Montage du Cone de Traction; forward is to the left

Many enthusiasts first considered this cone a plenum, a space for ram air coming in
through the propeller hub to be further distributed to the plane’s pitot-static and auto flap
systems, etc. The number of bolts securing the cone to the gearbox and aluminum
cockpit deck seemed to support that theory by appearing to help create an airtight
chamber. However, the thickness of the material used to form the cone and the
aluminum cockpit deck suggested a different – perhaps structural – use.
The Bugatti 100P cockpit is attractively designed, but it is more than just a pretty face.
We think it was designed specifically to distribute thrust loads from the gearbox to the
fuselage by way of the cockpit-area framework:
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These photos show the underlying structure in the Bugatti 100Ps cockpit. We believe
these photos support our theory than de Monge distributed thrust loads – in part –
through the bulkhead at FS 1035, but primarily through the Traction Cone and
aluminum decking
A is a two-piece torque ring assembly used to connect together the gearbox, the
bulkhead at FS 1035, and the Traction Cone
B points to the aluminum compression strut
C points to some of the brackets and flanges to which the aluminum cockpit decking
attaches
D is the aluminum cockpit decking used to distribute the loads from the Traction Cone
and the brackets on FS 1035 to the cockpit frame.
The dashed line in the photo on the right and below shows the location of strut B, which
also attaches to the aft end of the Traction Cone
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How it Works
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This photo should help you visualize how de Monge’s design distributes thrust loads
from the propellers through the gearbox back to the cockpit frame. It is an elegant
solution to the problem of harnessing 900+ H.P. in an airplane built of balsa wood.

What We’re Doing
The replica team is hard at work adapting the original power-train components for use in
the replica. For example, John Lawson, Gregg Carlson, and Gregg’s son Robert have
been analyzing the strength of the forward fuselage area (FS 552 and FS 1035). John’s
initial deformation analysis led us to revisit de Monge’s scheme for distributing thrust
loads…
Please remember these are preliminary work products and don’t necessarily represent
the final design. I include them here to show the process, not the result. We learn more
about the plane with each passing day.
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John has also been hard at work adapting the known dimensions of the gearbox to the
replica’s forward fuselage, which varies by a few millimeters here and there from the
original.

John Lawson – Gearbox / Prop Hubs

As always, we don’t claim to have a monopoly on how the Bugatti 100P was built, and
we welcome your thoughts and ideas.
Scotty Wilson
Tulsa, Oklahoma USA

